Hansgrohe Raindance AIR Collection Expands…
New Showerheads, Handshowers and More

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA (MAY 8, 2007) — Hansgrohe wowed the world with the introduction of Raindance AIR, the company’s patented air-injection shower technology. With AIR technology, Hansgrohe shower products draw air inside the shower face, infusing the water with air bubbles to create larger water droplets and the sensation of being covered with more water. Now the AIR collection is expanding to include nine new products designed for Duschevergnügen, or shower pleasure:

> **Raindance 300 AIR** showerhead provides an impressive 12-inch downpour of air-infused water that completely envelops the body in soft, voluminous droplets, rather than a needle-like spray.

> **Raindance S 150 and E 150 AIR 1-Jet Showerheads** optimize air and water with 6-inch spray faces and 96 no-clog spray channels.

> **Raindance S 120 and E 120 AIR 3-Jet Showerheads and Handshowers** feature three AIR spray modes in more compact, 5-inch versions.

> **Raindance Bodyspray** offers air-injection technology in a uniquely designed bodyspray that mounts flush to the wall and features a rotating face that allows users to change the angle of the spray.
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> The Raindance Wallbar’s unique design cradles the S 150 AIR 3-jet handshower in an overhead position and provides clever concealment for the hose behind the wallbar.

**Bigger is Definitely Better:** Because of air-injection technology, the new 12-inch version of the Raindance AIR showerhead provides more coverage at 2.5 gallons per minute without sacrificing performance. Joining the 7-, 10-, 14-, and 24-inch AIR showerheads, the new 12-inch product also helps round out Hansgrohe’s selection.

**All Shapes and Sizes:** To suit personal tastes and fit in with any bathroom décor, Raindance AIR showerheads and handshowers come in two models: Elegance (E) and Style (S). Choose between the tasteful curves and transitional style of E or the puristic form of S.

> Raindance S 150 and E 150 AIR 1-Jet Showerheads: Featuring an oversized, 6-inch spray face with 96 no-clog spray channels, the Raindance S 150 AIR showerhead is available in chrome and brushed nickel. The Raindance E 150 AIR showerhead offers the same features, but is also available in polished nickel and polished brass.
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> **Raindance S 120 and E 120 AIR 3-Jet Showerheads and Handshowers:**
Featuring a 5-inch spray face and three spray modes, the Raindance S 120 AIR showerheads and handshowers are available in chrome and brushed nickel. The Raindance E 120 AIR showerheads and handshowers offer the same features, but are also available in polished nickel and polished brass.
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**Body Magic:** Unlike most bodysprays that operate on a rotating ball-joint, the Raindance AIR Bodyspray mounts flush to the wall and features a rotating spray face with slanted spray channels, so all users have to do is rotate the spray face to change the direction of the water. Available in chrome or brushed nickel, the bodyspray features air-injection technology, which provides excellent volume while only using one gallon of water per minute. In addition to the round spray face, this one-of-a-kind bodyspray is also available with a square escutcheon to complement more modern, geometric bathroom décors.

**Over the Rainbow:** The Raindance Wallbar features a unique bow-like design that cradles the handshower as a showerhead and conceals the hose behind the wallbar, creating a modern and clean façade. To provide maximum versatility, the minimalist design also features an integrated swivel holder for the handshower, if...
the user prefers not to use the overhead cradle. The wallbar, available in chrome and brushed nickel, also includes a Raindance S 150 AIR 3-Jet Handshower that provides a 6-inch spray face and three spray modes for a rejuvenating experience.

**Innovative Functionality:** The Rain AIR spray mode produces air-enriched water for more voluminous droplets. The second spray mode, Whirl AIR, accelerates water and air through three rotating whirl jets that provide a relaxing massage. The third spray mode, Balance AIR, allows the bather to experience the rain-like shower and massaging jets together.

“Because of air-injection technology, Raindance AIR showerheads and handshowers provide enhanced spray performance and quality,” says Russ Wheeler, president of Hansgrohe-North America. “The increased intensity doesn’t come from more water usage, but from infusing AIR into the water.”

**About Hansgrohe:** Founded in 1901, Hansgrohe established luxury and quality standards for the upscale shower, kitchen and bath. The company is one of the world’s largest suppliers of showerheads and continuously introduces innovative products that exhibit imagination and the highest degree of performance and quality. With headquarters in Schiltach, Germany, Hansgrohe serves customers in over 80 countries through 24 subsidiaries and nine manufacturing facilities around the globe.
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For more information on Raindance AIR, contact:
John O’Reilly, c/o LNC Communications
32 West Nebraska Street, Suite 1C
Frankfort, Illinois 60423
Telephone: 815-469-9100, extension 302
Fax: 815-469-2555
E-mail: John@LNCmail.com

You can also visit www.hansgrohe-usa.com or call 1-800-334-0455.